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STEP 1 : FORESTS - CREATING THE FILL
PATTERN

In this stage we will make Tolkeinesque type
forests which have the appearance of individu-
al trees grouped together. Fortunately you will
not have to draw each tree, but just a few to
use as a tiling fill pattern.

1.1 - First we will have to make our fill pattern
of trees. Create a new document with a resolu-
tion of 200 dpi and dimensions of 256 x 256.
Fill the layer created with white. Create a new
layer above it.

1.2 - If you have a wacom tablet, choose a hard
small brush and draw treetop shaped semi-circles
as shown on the right. If you don’t have a tablet
you will have to do your best with the pen tool
and stroking the work path, or using the brush
tool and managing as best you can. You should
end up with something as to the right. Tip: It’s
easier to work from the top to the bottom when
you are drawing the trees. Try to break them up
so they don’t all sit in horizontal and/or vertical
lines.

1.3 - Next we need to make the pattern seam-
lessly tile. Choose Filter / Other / Offset.
Make sure that wrap around is selected and
then choose a vertical and horizontal offset of
half of 256, ie: 128. You will get something like
the picture to the right with a cross missing
out of the middle of it.

1.4 - Fill in the empty cross with more trees
until you have something like this. This is a
tiling texture of trees. Go to Edit / Define Pat-
tern and name the fill ‘Forest Fill plain’. We
will need this later to clean up the treetops.

1.5 - To give the trees a sense of depth, select
the layer the trees are on, go to layer styles
(the little ‘f’ at the bottom of the layer pallete,
and select ‘drop shadow’. Merge the tree layer
with the white layer below. You should see an
image as shown right.

1.6 - Go to Edit / Define Pattern and name
your new fill ‘Forest Fill shaded’.  Keep your
forests as black and white, you can use a col-
our layer style to colour them later.



STEP 2: APPLYING THE FOREST FILL.

The advantage with this techinque of applying
the forest fill by using a layer style is that you
are able to make lots of changes to the forest
very easily. You can change the shape of your
forests, and its colour with the click of a few
buttons. Let’s begin.

2.1 - Your rough sketch layer showing where
the forests are should still be on the top of
your layer stack. Make it visible to remind
yourself where your forests should be and cre-
ate a new layer under the ROUGH SKETCH
layer, name it FOREST. Click the lassoo selec-
tion tool and hold down the shift key. Make
lassoo selections of where you want your for-
est to be. Don’t worry for the moment if your
forest overlaps the coastline or rivers. Rather
than trying to trace the coastline, make sure
your forest overlaps it completely where it
meets.  Use the paint bucket tool to fill your
active selections with white.

2.2 - Go to the layer styles button on the FOR-
EST layer and select Pattern Overlay. Click on
the little triangle to the right of the current fill
pattern and select your saved forest fill (it
should be the last one). Adjust the scale of the
fill to suit. Next, still in the layer style, click
colour overlay (if you want your forest to have
colour) and choose a muted green. Set the
blending mode to multiply and lower the
opacity to suit. You should end up with some-
thing like the picture on the right. You can
also experiment by putting in a slight drop
shadow layer style too (not shown in the ex-
amples).

2.3 - To get rid of the forest overlapping rivers
and the coast, make the OUTLINE COAST
layer active, select the white area using the
magic wand. Go back to the forest layer to
make it active and hit delete.

The next stage is to create the clean up the
treetops and make the tree trunks.



STEP 3 - TIDYING UP THE TREETOPS

The next thing we need to do with the forest to get that
‘hand drawn’ look is to tidy up the treetops. As you can
see from close-up on the right the shapes of the tree-
tops are ‘cut off’ and do not follow the natural lines of
the trees. The most precise way to deal with this is to
use the eraser on the FOREST layer and slowly erase
your way around the the edges of individual trees. This
is a faster way (although the results are not as precise).
It’s a bit fiddly but it’s worth it in the end.

3-1 Duplicate the FOREST layer (call it FOREST
CLEAN) and then create an new layer filled with white.
Put it under FOREST CLEAN. In the layer style pallete
of FOREST CLEAN uncheck the colour overlay box and
replace the pattern overlay of Forest Shaded with For-
est Plain. Merge FOREST CLEAN with the white layer
below it to get rid of the layer style. You will end up
with a black and white image as shown.

3-2 The next step is to get rid of the incomplete lines
around the treetops. Select the brush tool and make a
few test black strokes slightly away from the forest ad-
justing the brush width by using the square bracket
keys until you have a brush size which is as close as you
can get to the brush width of the forest strokes. Make a
note of the brush size and undo (Ctrl-shift-Z) the
strokes you made to discover the size.

3-3 Select the magic wand (ensure that the contiguous
box is checked) and click anywhere outside the forest.

3-4 Go to Selection / Modify / Expand. What you now
want to do is to expand the selection by the same
number of pixels as the line width of your trees which
is the brush size you have determined in step 8-2. The
selection will now exclude the lines that stick out. With-
out deselecting, go to Selection/Modify/Contract by the
same number of pixels you expanded by (this will then
bring the main bulk of the forest outline back within
the selection. Hit Delete. You should now be rid of
most of the incomplete lines on the edge of the forest.
The chances are that it will also deplete some of your
trees, but this will give your forest a more ‘natural’ look.

3-5 Go to the FOREST layer and right click. Select ‘Copy
Layer Style’. Make FOREST CLEAN layer active, right
click and choose ‘paste layer style’. Drag the forest layer
right to the bottom of the sea layer to get it out of the
way (do not delete it).

You have now cleaned up the tree-tops and given your
forests a more ‘hand drawn’ look. You can use the eras-
er on the FOREST CLEAN layer to clear up any odd arti-
facts.



STEP 4 - FOREST (MAKING THE TREE
TRUNKS)

4-1 Making the tree trunks involves making
another pattern fill style like you did with the
forest fill. Use the same technique except in-
stead of making the forest fill make a few
black vertical lines in a square against a clear
background and define it as a fill pattern.

4-2 Click outside the FOREST CLEAN layer
with the magic wand (contiguous selected)
and invert the selection (Ctrl I). Create a new
layer with the selection still active and fill the
selected areas with white. Name the layer
TREE TRUNKS. Put this layer under your FOR-
EST CLEAN layer. Select the move tool (V)
and use the down arrow to nudge TREE
TRUNKS until you can see it.

4-3 Go to the layerstyles of the TREE TRUNKS
layer, select pattern overlay with your tree
trunk fill pattern. You will almost certainly
need to move the scale slider to the left to get
the tree trunks to the right size. Set the TREE
TRUNK layer to multiply to get rid of the
white fringes around the tree trunks.

4-4 Use the eraser tool on the TREE TRUNKS
layer to reveal the rivers and lakes where the
tree trunks intrude into them.

The forest is now complete. Experiment by
using different layer effects on the forest and
the tree trunks.


